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Abstract The classical secretary problem has been generalized over the years into
several directions. In this paper we confine our interest to those generalizations
which have to do with the more general problem of stopping on a last observation of
a specific kind. The Bruss-Weber problems we consider center around the following
model: Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be a sequence of independent and identically distributed
random variables which can take three values: {+1,−1, 0}. The goal is to maximize
the probability of stopping on a value +1 or −1 appearing for the last time in the
sequence. We study related problems both in discrete and continuous time settings,
with known or unknown number of observations, and known and unknown probabil-
ity measure. In particular, so called x-strategy with incomplete information is taken
into consideration. Our contribution in the present paper is a refined analysis of
several problems in this class and a study of the asymptotic behaviour of solutions.
We also present simulations of the corresponding complete selection algorithms.
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1. Introduction. The classical secretary problem has been generalized
over the years into several directions. In this paper we confine our interest
to those generalizations which have to do with the more general problem of
stopping on a last observation of a specific kind. We follow Dendievel [10],
[11], (where a bibliography can be found) who studies several types of such
problems, mainly initiated by Bruss [3], [5] and Weber [17], [18]. Whether in
discrete time or continuous time, whether all parameters are known or must
be sequentially estimated, we shall call such problems simply Bruss–Weber
problems.

Bruss [5] studied the case of stopping on a last 1 in a sequence of n inde-
pendent random variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn, taking values {1, 0}. This led to
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the versatile odds-algorithm and also to a similar method in continuous-time,
allowing for interesting applications in different domains, as e.g. in investment
problems studied in Bruss and Ferguson [7]. See also Szajowski and Łebek [15].
Moreover, Bruss and Louchard [8] studied the case where the odds are un-
known and have to be sequentially estimated, showing a convincing stability
for applications.

Weber (R.R. Weber, University of Cambridge), considered the model of
iid random variables taking values in {+1,−1, 0}. The goal is to maximize
the probability of stopping on a value +1 or −1 appearing for the last time
in the sequence. The background was as follows.

When teaching the odds-algorithm in his course (see section 6 of his course
on optimization and control [17]), Weber proposed the following problem to
his students:

A financial advisor can impress his clients if immediately following a week
in which the FTSE index moves by more than 5% in some direction he cor-
rectly predicts that this is the last week during the calendar year that it moves
more than 5% in that direction.

Suppose that in each week the change in the index is independently up by
at least 5%, down by at least 5% or neither of these, with probabilities p, p
and 1− 2p respectively (p ¬ 1/2). He makes at most one prediction this year.
With what strategy does he maximize the probability of impressing his clients?

The solution of this interesting problem is easy but can only be partially
retrieved from the odds-algorithm.

Weber [18] then discussed with Bruss several more difficult versions of this
problem, some of them studied in Dendievel’s PhD thesis [11].

Let us also mention shortly related work: Hsiau and Yang [12] have studied
the problem of stopping on a last 1 in a sequence of Bernoulli trials in a
Markovian framework, where the value taken by the kth variable is influenced
by the value of the (k−1)th variable. Ano and Ando [1], generalizing the model
of Bruss [4], consider options arising according to a Poisson process with
unknown intensity but only available with a fixed probability p. Tamaki [16]
generalized the odds-algorithm by introducing multiplicative odds in order
to solve the problem of optimal stopping on any of a fixed number of last
successes. Surprising coincidences of lower bounds for odds-problems with
multiple stopping have been discovered by Matsui and Ano [14], generalizing
Bruss [6]. A more specific interesting problem of multiple stopping in Bernoulli
trials with a random number of observations was studied by Kurushima and
Ano [13].

Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be a sequence of independent and identically dis-
tributed random variables which can take three values: {+1,−1, 0}. Let
p := P(Xi = 1), p′ := P(Xi = −1), q̃ := P(Xi = 0), p  p′, where p+p′+q̃ = 1.

A first problem studied in [10] is to maximize for a fixed number n of
variables the success probability wj,k, j  k with the following strategy: we
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observe X1, X2, . . .. We wait until index i = k. From k on, if Xi = −1 we
select Xi and stop. If not we proceed to the next random variable and start
the algorithm again. If no −1 value was found before j, then, from j on, if
Xi = +1 or Xi = −1 we select this variable and stop. If none was found (all
Xi = 0 from j to n) then we fail. The goal is to find j∗, k∗ such that wj∗,k∗ is
maximum. In [10], explicit expressions for wj,k, wj,j are given and j∗, k∗ are
numerically computed for given n. Dendievel also proves that the problem is
monotone in the sense of Assaf and Samuel-Cahn [2]: if at a certain time it
is optimal to stop on a 1 (respectively on a −1), then it is optimal to stop on
a 1(respectively on a −1) at any later time index. Also, it is proved in [10],
that if p  p′ then j∗  k∗.

Our contribution is the following: in section 2, we provide explicit optimal
solutions in a continuous model for indices and in the present discrete case
for p > p′ and p = p′. This avoids the necessity to compute, in particular for
large n, many values of wj,k, wj,j . We also give a set of acceptance regions for
(p, p′).

Another problem, initiated by a model of Bruss in continuous time, and
leading to the 1/e-law of best choice (Bruss [3]) is a problem in continuous
time, now with a fixed total number of variables n with possible values in
{0,−1, 1}. More precisely, let Ui, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be independent random
variables uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1]. Let Ti = U{i}: Ti is the
ith order statistic of the Ui’s. Ti is the arrival time of Xi. We assume that Ti
and Xi are independent. The strategy is to wait until some time x∗n and from
x∗n on, we select the first Xi = +1 or Xi = −1, using the previous algorithm
with p = p′. Following Bruss [5], we call this strategy an x-strategy. In [10], for
this problem, the author gives the optimal x∗n and the corresponding success
probability P ∗n .

In section 3 we provide some asymptotic expansions for this x-strategy’s
parameters, for p = p′ . We also consider the success probability for small p
and for the case p > p′.

In section 4, following a suggestion by Bruss, we have analyzed an x-strat-
egy with incomplete information: the cases p known, n unknown, then n
known, p unknown and finally n, p unknown are considered. We also present
simulations of the complete selection algorithm.

2. The optimal solution In this section, we analyze explicitly the op-
timal solutions in the continuous model for indices and in the discrete case
for p > p′ and p = p′. The following notations will be used in the sequel:
q := 1− p, q′ = 1− p′, q̃ = 1− p− p′.

2.1. The optimal solution for the strategy defined in the intro-
duction, p > p′

Let us first consider p > p′, j  k. The success probabilities satisfy the
following forward recurrence equations (these are easily obtained from the
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stopping times characterizations):

wj,j = pqn−j + p′q′n−j + q̃wj+1,j+1, wn,n = p+ p′, (1)

wj,k = p′q′n−k + q′wj,k+1. (2)

The solutions, already given in Dendievel [10], are

wjj = (p2 qn−j+1 − p2 q̃n−j+1 + p′2 q′n−j+1 − p′2 q̃n−j+1)/(p′ p), (3)

wj,k = (j−k) p′ q′n−k+q′j−k
(
p (qn−j+1 − q̃n−j+1)

p′
+
p′ (q′n−j+1 − q̃n−j+1)

p

)
.

(4)
If j ¬ k, (this will play a role in the complete range analysis for p, p′), we use

wk,j = (k−j) p qn−j+qk−j
(
p′ (q′n−k+1 − q̃n−k+1)

p
+
p (qn−k+1 − q̃n−k+1)

p′

)
.

Simplification using generating functions
We shall show that these expressions can be nicely derived by using back-

ward generating functions. Let F (z) :=
∑n−1
j=−∞ z

n−jwj,j . From (1), we have

F (z)− p− p′ − p′ q′ z

1− z + p′ z
− p q z

1− z + z p
− q̃ z F (z) = 0,

the solution of which is

F (z) =
−p′ z + p+ p′ + 2 p p′ z − z p

(1− z + z p) (1− z + p′ z) (1− z + z p+ p′ z)

= − (p2 + p′2) q̃
p′ p (1− z + z p+ p′ z)

+
p′ q′

p (1− z + p′ z)
+

p q

p′ (1− z + z p)
.

This immediately leads to (3) by classical expansion of the denominators.
Similarly, let Fj(z) :=

∑j−1
k=−∞ z

j−kwj,k. From (2) this satisfies

Fj(z)−
(
p2 qn−j+1 − p2 q̃n−j+1 + p′2 q′n−j+1 − p′2 q̃n−j+1

)/
(p′ p)

− p′ z

q′−n+j−1 (1− z + p′ z)
− q′ z Fj(z) = 0,

the solution of which, expanded into partial fractions, leads to

Fj(z) =
(
−p′3 q′n−j + p′3 q̃n−j − p p′2 q′n−j + p′2 q′n−j

+ p p′2 q̃n−j − p′2 q̃n−j + p′ p2 q̃n−j − p2 q̃n−j

+ p2 qn−j − p3 qn−j + p3 q̃n−j
)/

((1− z + p′ z) p′ p)

+
p′ q′n−j

(1− z + p′ z)2
.
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This simplifies as

Fj(z) =
(
p2qqn−j + p′2q̃q′n−j − (p2 + p′2)q̃n−j+1

)/
((1− z + p′z)pp′)

+
p′ q′n−j

(1− z + p′ z)2
.

Now from (4) the presumed generating function is given by

Fj(z) =
p′ z

q′(−n+j−1) (−1 + q′ z)2
− q′

(
p

p′

(
1

q(−n+j−1)
− 1
q̃(−n+j−1)

)

+
p′

p

(
1

q′(−n+j−1)
− 1
q̃(−n+j−1)

))
z

(−1 + q′ z)
.

Identification with Fj(z) is immediate.

2.2. Computation of the optimal values j∗, k∗ in the continuous
indices model, p > p′

Let us now turn to the main object of this section which is the computation
of the optimal values j∗, k∗. It is proved in [10] that, if p > p′ then j∗  k∗.
Actually, setting j = n− C, k = n−D in (3),(4), we see that wj,k, wk,j do
not depend on n but only on C, D. This was unnoticed before and allows
to compute j∗, k∗ depending only on p, p′ and valid for any n. We will use
C, D as continuous variables (now, C ¬ D). This has the advantage to lead
immediately to a continuous optimal solution. The discrete optimal solution is
obtained by just computing a few wC,D for discrete C, D in the neigbourhood
of the continuous optimal. This avoids the necessity to compute many trial
values. We have

wC,D := (−C +D) p′ q′D + q′−C+D
(
p (qC+1 − q̃C+1)

p′
+
p′ (q′C+1 − q̃C+1)

p

)
,

(5)
and if D ¬ C,

wD,C := (−D + C) p qC + q−D+C
(
p′ (q′D+1 − q̃D+1)

p
+
p (qD+1 − q̃D+1)

p′

)
.

With (we multiply by q′C−Dpp′ to make the sentences more transparent
and concise)

φ1(C) :=
∂wC,D
∂C

q′C−Dpp′ = −q̃ (p2 + p′2) (−ln(q′) + ln(q̃))q̃C

+ p2 q (−ln(q′) + ln(q))qC − p′2pq′C , (6)

the optimal value C∗, maximizing wC,D, for fixed D is the (unique) solution
of

φ1(C∗) = 0. (7)
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Interestingly, C∗ does not depend on D.
First of all, as p > p′, we have q̃ < q < q′ , p′ < p. Also we have the

constraints

p′ < p for 0 ¬ p ¬ 1/2, p′ < 1− p for 1/2 ¬ p ¬ 1. (8)

Let
φas(C) := −p′2pq′C . (9)

Dividing (6) by q′C , we see that φ1(C) ∼ φas(C), C → ∞ which is negative.
A plot of φ1(C) for p = 0.09, p′ = 0.05 is given in Figure 1a, together with
φas(C), showing numerically a unique maximum of wC,D, but we need a
formal proof.

We would like to have φ1(0) > 0, this would imply the existence of C∗.
A plot of φ1(0) (satisfying the constraints (8)) is given in Figure 1b. We see
that there exists a curve p′ = γ1(p), given in Figure 2, such that φ1(0) < 0
if p′ > γ1(p). The function p′ = γ1(p) is given by φ1(0) = 0. In this case, we
must choose C∗ = 0. Otherwise, we know that C∗ does exist.
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(a) φ1(C), p = 0.09, p′ = 0.05, together
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φas(C) (lower curve)
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(b) A plot φ1(0) defined in (6)
as a function of p, p′

Figure 1

The extremal points of γ1(p) are (0.417022 . . . , 0.417022 . . . ) and
(0.632120 . . . , 0). Actually, these extremal points are explicit 1. Indeed, if we
set p′ = 0 in φ1(0) we get 0, but we then set p′ = ε, expand w.r.t. ε to first

order, and solve, we get p = 1 − e−1. Now, if we set p = p′, p =
1− x
1− 2x

in

φ1(0) = 0 we get

exp
(

1
2

(x− 1)
)

= x.

1These solutions were suggested by one of our referees
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The solution is
x = −2W−1

(
− 1

2
√
e

)
,

whereW (x) is the Lambert-W function and the lower branch hasW ¬ −1 and
is denoted by W−1(x). It decreases from W−1(−1/e) = −1 to W−1(0) = −∞.
We could not get an analytic expression for γ1(p).

Finally, we must prove the uniqueness of C∗. By dividing (7) by q′C , we
obtain, with r̃ := q̃/q′ < 1, r := q/q′ < 1, r̃ < r,

A1r̃
C = A2r

C +A3, A1 > 0, A2 < 0

where A1, A2, A3 do not depend on C. On both sides, we have strictly con-
vex/concave functions of C, with exponential behaviour, which ensure the
uniqueness of C∗.

The optimal value D∗ is the solution, for C = C∗, of

∂wC,D
∂D

q′−Dpp′ = p′2 p− p′2 ln(q′)C p+ p′2 ln(q′)Dp+ ln(q′) q′−C p2 qC+1

− ln(q′) q′−C p2 q̃C+1 + p′2 q′ ln(q′)− ln(q′) q′−C p′2 q̃C+1 = 0,

thus, for any given C, we get the optimal value D = φ2(C), where

φ2(C) :=

(
−p q q

C

p′2
+
q̃ (p2 + p

′2)
p′2 p

q̃C
)
q′−C +

−p+ ln(q′)C p− q′ ln(q′)
ln(q′) p

,

(10)
and D∗ = φ2(C∗).

The acceptance regions

1. Curiously enough, even if we must choose C∗ = 0 (see above), D∗ is not
necessarily non-negative! If we solve φ2(0) = 0 w.r.t p′ for each p, we
obtain a second curve p′ = γ2(p) also given in Figure 2. The extremal
points of γ2(p) are (0.393469 . . . , 0.393469 . . . ) and (1, 0). If p′ > γ2(p),
then we must choose D∗ = 0 which means waiting until Xn. Notice that
the two curves do cross.

2. Even more interesting, even if C∗ > 0, D∗ is not necessarily > C∗.
If we solve {φ1(C) = 0, φ2(C) = C} w.r.t. {C, p′}, we obtain a third
curve p′ = γ3(p) also given in Figure 2. If p′ > γ3(p), we must choose
the optimal point on the diagonal: see the remark below at the end of
section 2.4. The intersection of γ1, γ2, γ3 is given by p• = 0.461926 . . . ,
p′• = 0.350346 . . . .

3. Again, we could not get an analytic expression for γ2(p), γ3(p).

4. Finally, if we stay above the curve γ2(p), we obtain C∗ < 0. For instance,
for C∗ = −0.3, if we solve φ1(−0.3) = 0 w.r.t p′ for each p, we obtain
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a fourth curve p′ = γ4(p) also given in Figure 2. The extremal points
of γ4(p) are (0.475156 . . . , 0.475156 . . . ) and (0.760348, 0). The function
γ4(p) is of course not practically useful in our analysis (we must have
C∗  0 ), but it has some interesting asymptotic properties that we
detail in Appendix 6.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

p

Figure 2: The graphic shows the functions γ1(p) (circles), γ2(p) (box), γ3(p)
(cross), γ4(p) (diamonds) defined in the text with the constraints (8) on (p, p′)

A useful table summarizing acceptance regions

The table 1 shows the different {p, p′} regions and their corresponding
C∗, D∗ characteristics. The theoretical value C∗ is the solution of (7), the
practical values C∗, D∗ satisfy the constraints C∗  0, C∗ ¬ D∗. This table is
useful because for each couple (p, p′), the table immediately shows what kind
of values for C∗, D∗ we are led to obtain.

As an illustration of the last line of table 1, a plot of wC,D, p = 0.09,
p′ = 0.05, C ¬ D and of wD,C , C  D is given in Figure 3 . Also the optimal
point is wC∗,D∗ = 0.529979 . . . , p = 0.09, p′ = 0.05.

2.3. The optimal solution in the discrete case for p > p′

We must now investigate the discrete values, in the neigbourhood of C∗,
D∗, leading to the optimal success probabilities. Of course, it is not enough to
consider the discrete values that are just closest to C∗, D∗. We must compute
the corresponding numerical values of wC,D. For instance, with p = 0.09,
p′ = 0.05, we have C∗ = 6.785137 . . . , D∗ = 11.880321 . . . . The Figure 4a

2see the remark below at the end of section 2.4
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p, p′ Theoretical C∗, φ2(0) Practical C∗, D∗

p′ > γ1(p), p′ > γ2(p) C∗ < 0, φ2(0) < 0 C∗ = 0, D∗ = 0
p′ = γ2(p), p > p• C∗ < 0, φ2(0) = 0 C∗ = 0, D∗ = 0
p′ > γ1(p), p′ < γ2(p),
p > p•

C∗ < 0, φ2(0) > 0 C∗ = 0, D∗ = φ2(0)

p′ = γ1(p), p < p• C∗ = 0, φ2(0) < 0 C∗ = 0, D∗ = 0
p = p•, p′ = p′• C∗ = 0, φ2(0) = 0 C∗ = 0, D∗ = 0
p′ = γ1(p), p > p• C∗ = 0, φ2(0) > 0 C∗ = 0, D∗ = φ2(0)

p′ > γ2(p), p′ < γ1(p),
p < p•

C∗ > 0, φ2(0) < 0 C∗, D∗ = C∗

p′ = γ2(p), p′ > γ3(p),
p < p•

C∗ > 0, φ2(0) = 0 C∗, D∗ = C∗

p′ < γ2(p), p′ > γ3(p),
p < p•

C∗ > 0, φ2(0) > 0,
φ2(C∗) < C∗

C∗, D∗ = C∗ 2

p′ < γ1(p), p′ < γ2(p),
p′ < γ3(p)

C∗ > 0, φ2(C∗) > C∗ C∗, D∗ = φ2(C∗)

Table 1: {p, p′} regions and their corresponding C∗, D∗ characteristics
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Figure 3: wC,D, C ¬ D, wD,C , C  D, p = 0.09, p′ = 0.05

shows C∗, φ2(C), and the closest discrete points. It appears that, numeri-
cally, the discrete solution is C∗d = 7, D∗d = 12. This fits with the numer-
ical experiments done in [10], with wj,k for n = 40. Note that the value
wC∗

d
,D∗
d

= 0.529870 . . . is not far from the continuous value wC∗,D∗ .
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Notice that two discrete couples can lead to the same optimal solution.
For instance, with p′ = 0.05, the value of w6,12 is equal to the value of w7,12
for p = 0.0939624 . . . .

2.4. The optimal solution for p = p′

Notice that, if p = p′, the coefficient of qC in (6) is null and the coefficient
of q̃C becomes T := 2q̃p′2(ln(q)− ln(q̃)). Hence we have the explicit solution

C∗eq =
ln(2(1− 2p)/p(ln(1− p)− ln(1− 2p)))

ln((1− p)/(1− 2p))
. (11)

From (10), we obtain

φ2,eq(C) =

(
−p+ p ln(q)C − 2 ln(q) + 2 ln(q) p+ 2 ln(q) q−C (1− 2 p)C+1

)
(p ln(q))

,

and again, D∗eq = φ2,eq(C∗eq). wC,D, wC,C become now

weq,C,D = (D − C)pqD + qD−C2
(
qD+1 − q̃C+1

)
,

weq,C,C = 2
(
qC+1 − q̃C+1

)
. (12)

Of course, we must use weq,C,C in our case, and the solution of ∂weq,C,C∂C = 0
is given by

C∗diag = −(ln(ln(q)/ ln(q̃)) + ln(q)− ln(q̃))/(ln(q)− ln(q̃)).

Figure 4b shows, for p = p′ = 0.09, C∗eq = 6.151561 . . . , φ2,eq(C), D∗eq =
6.135026 . . . , C∗diag = 6.143706 . . . , the point (6, 6) and the diagonal. Notice
that the point (C∗eq, D

∗
eq) is below the diagonal. Of course, only the part C ¬ D

is relevant.
We have wC∗eq ,D∗eq = 0.535056 . . . , this the maximum, but we can not use

it. wC∗eq ,C∗eq = 0.535055 . . . , wC∗diag,D∗diag = 0.535055 . . . is the optimal diagonal
continuous value. w6,6 = 0.534951 . . . is the optimal useful discrete value. We
observe the order: wC∗eq ,D∗eq > w∗C∗diag,Ddiag

> wC∗eq ,C∗eq > w6,6.

We notice that, even if p > p′, we can have a similar situation. If we choose
for instance p = 0.09, p′ = 0.08999, we have the case described in Figure 5a
and, with a closer look, in Figure 5b, where the discrete optimal point (6, 6)
is on the diagonal. This confirms the existence of γ3(p) defined above.

A plot of wC,D, C ¬ D and wD,C , C  D, p = p′ = 0.09 is given in
Figure 6. This surface is symmetric w.r.t. the diagonal.
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(a) C∗ (vertical line), φ2(C) (curved
line), p = 0.09, p′ = 0.05, and some
closest discrete points
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(b) C∗eq (vertical line), φ2,eq(C) (curved
line), D∗eq (circle), C∗diag (square),
(6, 6) (diamond) and the diagonal,
p = p′ = 0.09

Figure 4
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(a) C∗ (vertical line), φ2(C) (curved
line), p = 0.09, p′ = 0.08999, and some
closest discrete points
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(b) Closer look at Fig. 5a, with optimal
point (6, 6)

Figure 5

3. The x-strategy We use the x-strategy as defined in the introduction.
In this section, we analyze asymptotic expansions of several parameters for
p = p′ . We also consider the success probability for small p, and also the case
p > p′.

3.1. The x-strategy, p = p′

Let us first recall a few results from [10]. If we denote by ` the number
of observed variables, starting from x, we must set, in (12), C = ` − 1. This
leads to the success probability

Pn(x, p) =
n∑
l=0

(
n

`

)
(1− x)`xn−`2

(
q` − q̃`

)
= 2 ((q + p x)n − (2 q − 1 + 2 p x)n) , ∀n, p.
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Figure 6: wC,D, C ¬ D and wD,C , C  D, p = p′ = 0.09

The optimal value x∗n is solution of
dPn(x, p)

dx
= 0, which leads to

x∗n :=
q − q̃βn

p(2βn − 1)
, βn := 21/(n−1).

We have
P ∗n := Pn(x∗n, p) := 2

(
2 2( 1

n−1) − 1
)(1−n)

.

Let us now start our asymptotic analysis. Let

p̃n =
βn − 1
2βn − 1

.

This leads to
x∗n = 1− p̃n

p
,

hence for p = p̃n, we have x∗n = 0. We can also check that Pn(0, p̃n) = P ∗n .
Notice that P ∗n is independent of p for p  p̃n. Open Problem 1: why is it so?
This can be explained as follows 3. Set the observation interval y∗n = 1− x∗n.
We get y∗n =

p̃n
p
. Let us start with p = p̃n. If we increase p by a factor k > 1

then the optimal observation interval is shrunk accordingly, so the resulting
success probability is not changed. We must have p̃n ¬ kp̃n ¬ 1. So for any

k ∈
[
1,

1
p̃n

]
, and p = kp̃n, we have y∗n =

1
k
, x∗n = 1 − 1

k
, and the success

probability equals P ∗n .
3This explanation was also suggested by the referee
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Let us now turn to the asymptotic analysis of the case p = p′ and the
corresponding behaviour for small p.

Asymptotically, we obtain, for n→∞, ∀p,

x∗n = 1− ln(2)
np

+
1
2

ln(2) (−2 + 3 ln(2))
pn2

+O
(

1
n3

)
, (13)

P ∗n =
1
2

+
1
2

ln(2)2

n
+

1
4

ln(2)2 (2− 2 ln(2) + ln(2)2)

n2
+O

(
1
n3

)
,

p̃n =
ln(2)
n

+
−1

2
ln(2) (−2 + 3 ln(2))

n2
+O

(
1
n3

)
. (14)

P ∗n converges to 1/2 for n→∞. For instance, P ∗500 = 0.500480 . . . . An inter-
esting question is: what is the behaviour of P ∗n for p ¬ p̃n? Following (14), we
tentatively set q = 1− y/n, x = 0 in Pn(x, p), y ¬ np̃n. This leads to

Pn(y) = 2 e−y − 2 e−2y +
−e−y y2 + 4 e−2y y2

n

+
2 e−y

(
−1

3
y3 +

1
8
y4
)
− 2 e−2y

(
−8

3
y3 + 2 y4

)
n2

+O
(

1
n3

)
.

In order to check, we put the first term of p̃n i.e. y = ln(2) into Pn(y).
Expanding, this leads to the first two terms of P ∗n . Similarly, putting the first

two terms of p̃n, i.e. y = ln(2) +
−1

2
ln(2) (−2 + 3 ln(2))

n
into Pn(y) gives the

first three terms of P ∗n .

3.2. The x-strategy for p > p′ This case was not considered before.
We can still use the x-strategy, but now we must set D = ` − 1. Also, if
D  C∗d , we use wC∗d ,D (wC,D is given in (5) and C∗d is defined in Sec.2.3) and
if D ¬ C∗d , we use wD,D (we must stay above the diagonal). This leads to

P ∗n =
n∑

`=C∗
d

(
n

`

)
(1− x)`xn−`wC∗

d
,`−1 +

C∗d∑
l=0

(
n

`

)
(1− x)`xn−`w`−1,`−1

=
n∑
l=0

(
n

`

)
(1− x)`xn−`wC∗

d
,`−1 +

C∗d∑
l=0

(
n

`

)
(1− x)`xn−`[w`−1,`−1 − wC∗

d
,`−1].
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The first summation leads to S1 + S2, with

S1 :=

(
(1− x) q′

x
+ 1
)n

xn (−C∗d − 1) p′

q′

+

(
(1− x) q′

x
+ 1
)n

(1− x) q′ n
(
−x
n C∗d p

′

q′
− xn (−C∗d − 1) p′

q′

)
x

(
(1− x) (1− p′)

x
+ 1
) ,

S2 :=
(

(1− x) q′

x
+ 1
)n

xn q′−C
∗
d−1

(
p (qC

∗
d+1 − q̃C∗d+1)

p′
+
p′ (q′C

∗
d+1 − q̃C∗d+1)
p

)
.

The second summation leads to a complicated expression, involving binomials
and hypergeometric terms that we do not display here. However, if we plug
in numerical values, for instance p = 0.09, p′ = 0.05, n = 40, C∗d = 7,
we obtain a tractable function P (x) that we can differentiate, leading to
x∗ = 0.667967 . . . . This gives P (x∗) = 0.523618 . . . .

4. The x-strategy with incomplete information on n, p Bruss
suggested to analyze this x-strategy because incomplete information has an
increased appeal for applications.

We will only consider the case p = p′. The other cases can be simi-
larly analyzed, with more complicated algebra. We will consider the cases
p known, n unknown, then n known, p unknown and finally n, p unknown.
Some simulations are also provided. In all our numerical expressions, we will
use n = 500, p = 0.03. Note that the optimal success probability, with com-
plete information of n, p is given by P ∗500 = 0.500480 . . . . We will always
denote by m(x) the number of observed variables up to time x and by k(x)
the number of {+1,−1} observed variables up to time x. (We sometimes use
m, k to simplify expressions, when there is no ambiguity).

4.1. The case p known, n unknown From (13), we have x∗n ∼ 1− ln(2)
np

and we will use the natural estimate ñ =
m

x
. Hence we start from the formal

equation resulting from (13), hence

x = 1− x ln(2)
mp

.

We will only use this first order asymptotic, in order to get a reasonably
simple algorithm and to allow a workable analysis. As we will see, the success
probability is quite good.
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We deduce the two functions

x = g(m, p) =
mp

mp+ ln(2)
,

m = f(x, p) =
ln(2)x
p(1− x)

.

Our algorithm proceeds as follows: wait until m(x) crosses the function
f(x, p) at value m∗ with m∗(x∗) = f(x∗, p). It follows from Bruss and Yor
[9, Thm 5.1] that all optimal actions are confined to the interval [x1, 1] for
some x1 < 1 so that we can ignore preceding crossing, if any. (In the last-
arrival problem, supposing no information at all, this value x1 equals 1/2).
The crossing algorithm gives a value x∗ = g(m∗, p). We will use this value in
the x-strategy. First of all we notice that, asymptotically, m(x) corresponds
to a Brownian bridge of order

√
n with a drift nx.

m(x) could cross f(x, p) in several places but ∂
∂xf(x∗n, p) ∼ pn2/ ln(2).

Hence, with high probability, m crosses f(x, p) only once in the neighbour-
hood of x∗n. Let

G(n,m, x) :=

(
n

m

)
xm(1− x)n−m (15)

be the distribution of m at time x. We have

ϕ(n, µ, p) := P(m∗ = µ) ∼ G(n, µ, g(µ, p)), (16)

and using
Peq(`, p) := 2[q` − q̃`],

we obtain the success probability

P (n, p) =
n∑
µ=1

ϕ(n, µ, p)Peq(n− µ, p).

For instance, we show in Figure 7a an illustration of a typical crossing and
in Figure 7b, the function ϕ(n, µ, p) (line) together with G(n, µ, x∗n) (circles)
(the classical x-strategy µ distribution ).

The distributions are quite similar. Open Problem 2: why? We obtain
P (n, p) = 0.5234 . . . (In the numerical summations, we sum µ from some
value µ̃ to avoid any problems near the origin)

4.2. The case n known, p unknown Now we use the following estimate
for p : ˜p(x) = k(x)/(2m(x)). The formal starting equation is

x = 1− ln(2)
np

.
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Figure 7

Hence the two functions

x = u(n, p) = 1− ln(2)
np

,

p = h(n, x) =
ln(2)

n(1− x)
.

The algorithm waits until p̃(x) crosses function h(n, x) at value p∗, giving
a value x∗ = u(n, p∗), p̃∗ = h(n, x∗). Again, with high probability, p̃ crosses
h(n, x) only once in the neighbourhood of x∗n. The joint distribution of m, k
at time x is given, with k ¬ m by

H(n,m, k, x, p) = G(n,m, x)

(
m

k

)
(2p)k(1− 2p)m−k.

The joint distribution of m = µ, k given that p̃ has just crossed h(n, x) is
given, with p̃ = k/(2µ), by

Π(n, µ, k, p) ∼ H(n, µ, k, u(n, p̃), p).

We have

ϕ(n, µ, p) := P(m∗ = µ) ∼
µ∑
k=1

Π(n, µ, k, p), (17)

and finally the success probability is given by

P (n, p) =
n∑
µ=1

ϕ(n, µ, p)Peq(n− µ, p).
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As an example, we show in Figure 8a the function ϕ(n, µ, p). Also P (n, p) =
0.4921 . . . .

4.3. The case n, p unknown. The estimates are now p̃ = k/(2m),
ñ =

m

x
. This leads to the formal starting equation

x = 1− 2x ln(2)
k

.

Hence the two functions

x = v(k) =
k

k + 2 ln(2)
,

k = w(x) =
2 ln(2)x
(1− x)

.

The algorithm waits until k(x) crosses function w(x) at value k∗, giving
a value x∗ = v(k∗), k(x∗) = w(x∗). Again, with high probability, k crosses
w(x) only once in the neighbourhood of x∗n. The joint distribution of m = µ,
k, given that k has just crossed w(x) is given by

Π(n, µ, k, p) ∼ H(n, µ, k, v(k), p).

We have

ϕ(n, µ, p) := P(m∗ = µ) ∼
µ∑
k=1

Π(n, µ, k, p), (18)

and finally the success probability is given by

P (n, p) =
n∑
µ=1

ϕ(n, µ, p)Peq(n− µ, p).

For instance, we show in Figure 8b the function ϕ(n, µ, p) together with
the corresponding distribution in the case n known, p unknown (circles).
Curiously enough, the distributions are quite similar but different from the
case p known, n unknown. Open Problem 3: why? Also P (n, p) = 0.5156 . . . .

4.4. Simulations We have made three simulations of the observed cross-
ing value µ distribution. Each time we made 500 simulated paths. For the case
p known, n unknown, a typical path is given in Figure 9a and, in Figure 9b ,
we show the empirical observed density distribution, together with ϕ(n, µ, p)
(For the purpose of smoothing, we have grouped two successive observed
probabilities together). Numerically, this gives Psim(n, p) = 0.4981 . . . . Here
and in the sequel, the typical or empirical paths will be represented as ir-
regular lines and the computed functions as smooth lines. Similarly, for the
case n known, p unknown, a typical path is given in Figure 10a and, in Fig-
ure 10b, we show the empirical observed distribution, together with ϕ(n, µ, p).
Numerically, this gives Psim(n, p) = 0.4915 . . . .
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(b) The case p known, n unknown: the
empirical observed distribution of µ, to-
gether with ϕ(n, µ, p) (16)

Figure 9

For the case n, p unknown, a typical path is given in Figure 11a and,
in Figure 11b , we show the empirical observed distribution, together with
ϕ(n, µ, p). Numerically, this gives Psim(n, p) = 0.4805 . . . .

All fits are graphically satisfactory, we have not made statistical tests.

5. Conclusion. Using a continuous model, some asymptotic expan-
sions and an incomplete information strategy, we have obtained a refined and
asymptotic analysis of the extended Weber problem and several versions of
Bruss–Weber problems. Three problems remain open: why is P ∗n independent
of p? Can we justify the similarities in the distributions of the crossing value
m∗? An interesting problem would be to consider the case with several val-
ues {−k,−(k − 1), . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , k} with corresponding stopping times. If
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Figure 11

moreover values can be associated with relative ranks, such problems (Bruss
calls them “basket” problems) are partially studied in Dendievel [11].

6. Appendix. An asymptotic analysis of γ4(p). Some numerical
experiments show that, for C∗ near −1, γ4(p) is very close to p′ = 1− p, and
that no value C∗ < −1 appears as solution of (7). The asymptotic behaviour
of γ4(p) for C∗ near −1 can be summarized as follows. We keep only dominant
terms in our expansions.

• for p near 1, we set p′ = w. For w = 0, φ1(C) is identically 0. So we
expand (7) near w = 0 and keep the w term. This gives

p2(1− p)C∗(1 + C∗ ln(1− p) + ln(1− p)) = 0.
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Setting p = 1− ξ, C∗ = −1 + η, we obtain

(−1 + ξ)2ξ−1+η(1 + η ln(ξ)) = 0,

hence

η(ξ) ∼ −1/ ln(ξ), ξ → 0,

ξ(η) ∼ exp(−1/η), η → 0.

For instance, for C∗ = −1 + 0.09 we have (x̂ always denotes the so-
lution of (7)) ξ̂ = 0.0000149453 . . . and η(ξ̂) = 0.09000000000002 . . . ,
ξ(0.09) = 0.0000149453 . . . .

• on the diagonal p′ = p, we set p = p′ = 1/2 − ε, C∗ = −1 + η. From
(11), expanding w.r.t. ξ, we obtain

C∗ ∼ ln(−16 ln(2)− 8 ln(ε)) + ln(ε)
−2 ln(2)− ln(ε)

∼ −1− ln(2) + ln(− ln(ε))
ln(ε)

,

hence
η(ξ) ∼ − ln(2) + ln(− ln(ε))

ln(ε)
, ε→ 0.

To obtain ε as a function of η, we set A := − ln(ε). We derive, to first
order,

ln(2) + ln(A)− ηA = 0,

A exp(−ηA) = 1/2,

−ηA exp(−ηA) = −η/2,
−ηA = W−1(−η/2),

A = −W−1(−η/2)/η,

for − η/2 > −1/e = −0.367879 . . . ,

ε(η) ∼ exp(W−1(−η/2)/η), η → 0.

For instance, for ε = 10−20, η̂ = 0.100577 . . . and η(ε̂) = 0.0982137 . . . ,
ε(η̂) = 4.10−20.

Now W−1(x) ∼ ln(−x), x ↑ 0. Hence

ε(η) ∼ exp(ln(η/2)/η), η → 0.

• in the neighbourhood of p′ = 1− p, we set p′ = 1− p− δ, C∗ = −1 + η.
Hence q̃ = δ, q′ = p − δ. As δ → 0, we have p′ ∼ 1 − p, q′ ∼ p. So we
expand (7) w.r.t. δ, to first order. We obtain

C1δ
η + C2q

η + C3(p− δ)−1+η = 0,
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with

C1 = C4 + C5 ln(δ),

C4 = (p2 + (1− p)2) ln(p),

C5 = −p2 − (1− p)2

C2 = −p2(− ln(q) + ln(p)),

C3 = −(1− p)2p.

This leads to

η(δ) ∼ ln(C6)− ln(ln(δ))
ln(δ)

, δ → 0,

C6 = (−1 + 2p− p2 + p2 ln(1/pq))/(2p2 + 1− 2p).

Setting B := − ln(δ), C7 = −C6, this leads to

Be−ηB ∼ C7,
−ηBe−ηB ∼ −ηC7,

−ηB ∼W−1(−ηC7),
B ∼ −W−1(−ηC7)/η, (19)

δ(η) ∼ exp(ln(ηC7)/η), η → 0, (20)
η(δ) ∼ (ln(B)− ln(C7))/B, δ → 0.

For instance, for p = 0.75, η = 0.035, we obtain
p̂′ = 0.25−0.161018 . . . 10−60, δ̂ = 0.161018 . . . 10−60, C6 = −1.088751 . . .
and η(δ̂) = 0.0346937 . . . . Also, δ(η) = 0.2810 . . . 10−40, with (20) and
δ(η) = 0.7510 . . . 10−60, with (19).
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Dokładna i asymptotyczna analiza rozwiązań optymalnych
problemów zatrzymania

Guy Louchard

Streszczenie Klasyczny problem sekretarki został uogólniony na przestrzeni lat w
kilku kierunkach. W niniejszym artykule ograniczamy nasze zainteresowanie do tych
uogólnień, które mają związek z bardziej ogólnym problemem zatrzymania na ostat-
niej obserwacji określonego rodzaju. Problemy Brussa–Webera, które rozważamy,
koncentrują się wokół następującego modelu: Obserwowany jest ciąg niezależnych
zmiennych losowych o tym samym rozkładzie przyjmujących trzy wartości: +1; −1;
0. Celem jest maksymalizacja prawdopodobieństwa zatrzymania na wartości +1 lub
−1 pojawiającej się po raz ostatni w sekwencji. Badamy pokrewne problemy za-
równo z czasem dyskretnym, jak i ciągłym, ze znaną lub nieznaną liczbą obserwacji
oraz znanym i nieznanym rozkładem. W szczególności bierze się pod uwagę tak
zwaną strategię z niepełną informacją. Nowością w niniejszej pracy jest udoskona-
lona analiza kilku problemów w tej klasie oraz badanie asymptotycznego zachowania
się rozwiązań. Prezentujemy również symulacje odpowiednich kompletnych algoryt-
mów wyboru.

2010 Klasyfikacja tematyczna AMS (2010): 60G40 Secondary: 68W27, 62L12.

Słowa kluczowe: Optymalny wybór momentu zatrzymania • Jednolite ujęcie dla
problemów wyboru najlepszego obiektu • Algorytm oparty na ilorazie szans • Roz-
wiązanie optymalne • Asympptotyczne ujęcie • niepeła informacja.
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